
TEACHING TRANSITIONS IN WRITING ACTIVITIES

a four-part writing activity designed for intermediate level () learners. Introduction: Transitions are words or phrases that
are like a bridge between ideas. . Teacher: You are looking for students' ability to focus on the prompt, to state an.

If the transition adds no clarity, it should be deleted. After students have shared all possible transitions, start a
discussion with students about what they noticed with the transitions. How can we use transitions aside from
at the beginning of paragraphs? Include our handy transition word guide 1. Students are taught how to use
transitions at the beginning of paragraphs when writing, but the teacher may notice that many students' writing
sounds choppy and robotic within the actual paragraphs. Another mentor text suggestion from The Writing Fix
uses the text Miss Alaineus and involves students writing a script for an imaginative Vocabulary Fashion
Show. Finally they came inside for hot chocolate. The teacher may do this on a poster so students can
reference it throughout the lesson. Procedures 1 Explain that transitions have different functions. I had work to
do. This will provide an easy way to see if students understand what paragraphs without these transitions
throughout sounds like. Encourage them to write a meaningful transition word in each box. So does organized
writing. Ask students to find places within their own writing where transition words will clarify what they're
trying to say or help the piece by moving the action along. Focusing on the words used to move events along
in stories helps kids become well acquainted with possible word choices in their own writing. Post their
discoveries for students to see daily and incorporate into their own stories. Children can read their versions
aloud to each other to see whether the words chosen make sense, or whether there is more than one way to fill
in a transitional word blank. Prior Knowledge: What prior knowledge should students have for this lesson?
Encourage students to review something they've written and look for evidence of transition words. Getting
Started Have students come up with their own definition of transition and write their responses on the board.
Journal of Educational Research, 95,  MacArthur, C. Ideally, they will say how the paragraph flows more
smoothly because of the added transitions. Understanding transitions in other contexts facilitates
understanding their importance in writing. Find examples in ads and news articles to display, and encourage
students to bring in their own discoveries. Without giving any hint as to what the lesson will be, the teacher
tells the students to read through the paragraph and underline as many transitions as they find. Independent
Practice: What activities or exercises will students complete to reinforce the concepts and skills developed in
the lesson? Teachers should select their own well-developed paragraph to use with students. The teacher
should review what each student has completed so far, and give immediate feedback on whether they are
getting the activity correct. Huson received a Fulbright Distinguished Award in Teaching in  Guided Practice:
What activities or exercises will the students complete with teacher guidance? I had to devise a lesson plan
that helped students make coherent transitions in writing. Then, the teacher will give each student a handout
that has a well-developed paragraph typed out for them. How can we improve the flow of writing with
transitions? Best practices in teaching evaluation and revision. Activities that incorporate games can help
students master this often difficult-to-acquire writing skill. You can select from a number of play-based
activities to help fourth-grade writers identify and become comfortable using transitions. Using editing marks,
have students revise their writing using just the right transition words. In fact, I bet if you went through your
writing and got rid of three-quarters of your "transition words," it would make very little difference in
meaning. The story can be retold using transition words to emphasize or identify individuals' favorite or most
memorable parts. Be sure your discussion includes the following: Good writing presents and connects ideas in
a clear, logical manner. Then they built a snowman. Instruct students to read each other's rough drafts. When
used appropriately please emphasize when used appropriately; otherwise, transitions bog down the
readerâ€”ironic, you must agree , transitions clarify connections for the reader and make writing coherent. If
this type of writing is observed, this lesson may be utilized because students are limiting the use of transitions
in other parts of the essay.


